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Customer Service! Summary: -- PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, Starred Review, June 7, 1993 Cole
(Supermoo) unleashes her endearingly loony sense of humor on the subject of the birds and the
bees, and the result is, as expected, hilarious. When a thoroughly befuddled set of '90s parents (he
wears his gray hair in a ponytail, she wears Birkenstocks) decides to inform their offspring how
babies are made, their explanations (babies are grown from seeds, made out of gingerbread,
squeezed from tubes like toothpaste, brought by dinosaurs) are greeted with an explosion of
giggles. Their children quickly grab paper and pen and proceed to set the record straight. Cole's
drawings and simple text are candid without being offensive and, without getting terribly
complicated or serious, communicate the essentials of conception and childbirth in a direct but
light-hearted manner that will leave everyone grinning and no one embarrassed. As always, Cole's
idiosyncratic, cartoon-style illustrations are a treat--and her renditions of greenhouse babies and
baby-paste tubes are outrageously funny. All ages. -- BOOKLIST, July 1993 In her own inimitable
illustrative style, Cole sets out to do what everyone wants done--present an accessible,...
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It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde

It is really an remarkable publication i actually have possibly study. It usually is not going to cost excessive. Its been written in an exceedingly basic way
and is particularly only right after i finished reading this publication through which basically transformed me, affect the way i think.
-- Dr. Breana O'Kon-- Dr. Breana O'Kon
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